Once a year - placing one bowl inside a second bowl: Since Rabbi Yoshiya maintains that the blood of the two animals is sprinkled together, what does he learn from the word “once”? His answer is that other halakhot are derived from this term, as explained in tractate Shevuot (Tosafot Yeshanim).

Placed one bowl inside a second bowl – Ḥamakot: Some commentators add that the High Priest must nullify the outer vessel in favor of the inner one, as the Gemara’s comment that one cannot nullify another person’s foot indicates that nullification is required (Meiri). Tosafot note that there is another issue involved here, namely the question of whether or not this is an appropriate manner of collecting blood. This question is also discussed in relation to a different issue in tractate Sukka, although it is possible that there is a difference between the halakhot of offerings and other mitzvot in this regard.

HALAKHA

Placed one bowl inside a second bowl – Ḥamakot: If a priest put one bowl inside another bowl and collected the blood that way, it is valid, as one type of an object does not interpose for another object of the same type (Rambam Sefer Avoda, Hilkhot Pesukei Ḥamukdashim 1:1).

The Gemara rejects this contention. Even if you say that the mishna is in accordance with the opinion of Rabbi Yonatan, it remains possible to explain its ruling, since it is different here, as it is written “once” (Exodus 30:10), which indicates that there must be one act of sprinkling and not two. Consequently, the High Priest must mix the blood to ensure that there is only one presentation.

The Gemara comments: It was taught in a baraita contrary to our response, but in accordance with the initial assumption: “And he shall go out to the altar that is before the Lord, and make atonement for it; and he shall take of the blood of the bull and of the blood of the goat, and put it on the corners of the altar round about” (Leviticus 16:18). This verse teaches that the blood of the bull and the goat should be mixed. This is the statement of Rabbi Yoshiya.

Rabbi Yonatan says: He presents from this one, the bull’s blood, by itself, and he presents from that one, the goat’s blood, by itself and does not mix them. Rabbi Yoshiya said to him: But wasn’t it already stated: “And Aaron shall make atonement upon its corners once a year;” with the blood of the sin-offering of atonement” (Exodus 30:10), which indicates that the High Priest does not present twice.

Rabbi Yonatan said to him: But wasn’t it already stated: “Of the blood of the bull and of the blood of the goat” (Leviticus 16:18), which teaches that each set of sprinklings must be performed by itself? If so, why is “once” stated? This verse comes to tell you that he must perform the rite once and not perform two sets of sprinklings from the blood of the bull; and likewise he must perform the rite once and not perform two sets of sprinklings from the blood of the goat. From the blood of each of the animals, the High Priest presents only one set of sprinklings. This shows that Rabbi Yoshiya and Rabbi Yonatan indeed disagree with regard to this issue.

It was taught in another baraita: “And he shall take of the blood of the bull and of the blood of the goat” (Leviticus 16:18). This verse teaches that the blood of the bull and the goat should be mixed together. Do you say that they should be mixed together, or perhaps that is not the case; rather, he presents from this blood by itself and from that by itself? Therefore, the verse states: “Once.” The Gemara comments: And this unattributed baraita is in accordance with the opinion of Rabbi Yoshiya, who said the two sets of blood are mixed, as stated in the mishna.

It was taught in the mishna that after the High Priest poured the bull’s blood into the goat’s blood, he placed the blood from the full bowl into the empty bowl, to mix the blood well. Rami bar Hama raised a dilemma before Rav Hisda: What is the halakha if he placed one bowl inside a second bowl and collected the blood in the inner bowl? Does one type of object mingled with another of its own type interpose, which would mean that the priest has not collected the blood himself, as the outer bowl interposed between him and the vessel? Or perhaps an object of one type does not interpose for another object of the same type, and therefore the two bowls are considered one object.

Rav Hisda said to him: We have already learned the answer to this question in the mishna: He placed the blood from the full bowl into the empty bowl. What, is it not correct to infer from this statement that he inserted the full bowl into the empty bowl?
Rami bar Hama responded. No, it means that he poured the full bowl into an empty bowl. Rav Hisda said to him: But this statement is unnecessary, as the tanna of the mishna already taught the requirement to pour from one vessel into another in the first clause. He poured the blood of the bull into the blood of the goat. The subsequent phrase: He placed the full into the empty, must therefore refer to the placement of one vessel inside another. Rami bar Hama responded. No, it means that he pours the blood from the full bowl into the empty bowl a second time in order to mix them very well. To this end, he pours from one vessel into the other before again pouring the mixture back into the first vessel, thereby mixing them thoroughly.

The Gemara suggests: Come and hear a solution to this question: If a priest performed the Temple service while he was standing on top of a vessel, or on the foot of another priest, his service is disqualified, as the priest must stand directly on the floor of the Temple. The fact that the foot of another person is considered an interposition proves that one type serves as an interposition with regard to another object of the same type. The Gemara rejects this contention: A foot is different, as he cannot nullify it. The foot of another person cannot be considered nullified with respect to the priest’s foot, but in the case of a vessel it is possible to say that one vessel is nullified in favor of another vessel.

Some say that Rami bar Hama did not refer to the issue of interposition at all. Rather, this is the dilemma he raised before Rav Hisda: Is placing one vessel inside another vessel a proper manner of service; or is this not a proper manner of service, and if one does so his service is disqualified? The Gemara answers: Come and hear that which the school of Rabbi Yishmael taught: And they shall take all the service vessels, with which they serve in the Sanctuary (Numbers 4:12). This verse is referring to two vessels and one service, which indicates that this is a proper manner of service.

Rami bar Hama raised another dilemma before Rav Hisda along the same lines: What is the halakha if he placed bast, the material that grows around palm trees, inside the bowl, and collected the blood in the bowl through the bast, such that the blood seeps through into the bowl? Does one type of object mixed with another not of its own type interpose; or perhaps it does not interpose? Could one say that since the blood seeps through, it therefore does not interpose? Or perhaps this case is no different, and as there is a foreign object in the vessel it is considered an interposition even if the blood seeps through.

Rav Hisda said to him in response: We already learned this matter with regard to sanctifying the purification waters, i.e., the water mixed with ashes of the red heifer. If a sponge was placed inside the container of water, the water in the sponge is disqualified and the priest may not sprinkle with it. How should he proceed? He sprinkles from the water and continues until he reaches the sponge. This shows that the presence of the sponge in the water container is not considered an interposition for the water in the container, despite the fact that it itself is unfit for the service. Rami bar Hama replied: This is no proof. Water is different, as it is thin and therefore it certainly seeps through the sponge and reaches the bowl; whereas the thicker blood will perhaps not seep into the fiber.

Some say that this is how Rav Hisda resolved the problem of placing the bast in the bowl for Rami bar Hama: In the case of the blood it is valid, as blood passes through, and the bast does not obstruct it. However, in the case of the handful of a meal-offering, which must be sanctified in a vessel immediately after the handful is taken, if he put bast in a vessel and placed the handful on top of it, it is disqualified. The reason is that the handful of a meal-offering consists of dough, which does not pass through the bast, and it is therefore considered a proper interposition.

NOTES

Standing on top of a vessel –ףָסוּל: Just as the Temple vessels are sanctified, so too, the floor of the courtyard is sanctified. Just as there must be no barrier between the priest and the vessel, so too, there must not be a barrier between him and the floor.

In the case of the handful it is disqualified –תָּא הַפָּרָה: It is apparently obvious that the meal-offering is invalid in this case. One explanation is that since the floor of the meal-offering is very fine, one might have thought that perhaps it too will seep through the bast. The Gemara therefore points out that solid matter is not considered to seep through bast (Tosafot Yeshanim).

HALAKHA

Standing on top of a vessel –ףָסוּל: A priest performing the Temple service must stand on the floor. If something interposes between him and the ground, e.g., if he stands on top of a vessel, an animal, or another’s foot, the service is disqualified (Rambam Sefer Avoda; Hilkhot Biat HaMikdash 5:17).

He placed bast inside the bowl –ףָסוּל: If the priest placed bast or any other absorbent fiber into the bowl and collected the blood in this manner, the service is valid, as fiber is hollow, and the blood will enter into the bowl without any interposition. However, if he did so for the handful of the meal-offering and took the handful from top of the bast, the service is disqualified (Rambam Sefer Avoda; Hilkhot Pesulah HaMikdashin 1:21).

BACKGROUND

Bast –בָּט: Bast is a soft, woody fiber obtained from stems of certain plants and used for textiles and ropes. These fibers, usually characterized by fineness and flexibility, are also known as soft fibers, distinguishing them from the coarser, less flexible fibers of the leaf. Bast from palm trees has been used since antiquity.
He stood in one place and sprinkled – קָפֹק טְהוֹר תַּעְשֶׁר בָּאוּ אֲלֵיהֶם:

MISHNA It is stated: “And he shall go out to the altar that is before the Lord, and make atonement for it; and he shall take of the blood of the bull, and of the blood of the goat, and place it upon the corners of the altar round about” (Leviticus 16:18). This altar is the golden altar, since the outer altar is not before the Lord in the Sanctuary. He began to cleanse the altar, sprinkling the blood downward. From where does he begin? He begins from the northeast corner, and proceeds to the northwest corner, and then to the southwest corner, and finally to the southeast corner. A way to remember this is: At the place where he begins sprinkling the blood for a sin-offering sacrificed on the outer altar, the southeast corner, there he finishes sprinkling the blood on the inner altar.

Rabbi Eliezer says: The priest would not circle the altar; rather, he stood in one place and sprinkled the blood from there. Since the altar was only one square cubit, he could sprinkle the blood on all four corners without moving.

And on all the corners he would present the blood from below upward, except for that corner that was directly before him, on which he would present the blood from above downward. He sprinkled blood on the pure gold of the altar seven times after clearing away the ashes. And he would pour the remainder of the blood on the western base of the outer altar. On a related topic, the mishna teaches that he would pour the remaining blood of an offering, after it was sprinkled, on the outer altar, on its southern base. These remainders of blood from the outer altar and those remainders of blood from the inner altar are mixed in the canal beneath the altar and flow out with the water used to rinse the area to the Kidron River. This water was sold to gardeners for use as fertilizer. The gardeners paid for this water and thereby redeemed it from its sanctity. Failure to do so would render them guilty of misuse of consecrated property.

NOTES

He began to cleanse (mehatleh) downward – קָפֹק טְהוֹר תַּעְשֶׁר בָּאוּ אֲלֵיהֶם: According to Rashi, mehatleh means descent, i.e., he sprinkles downward. However, most other commentators maintain that mehatleh is simply a term for sprinkling, as stated explicitly in the Torah (see Leviticus 16:18), without any indication of the direction (see Ritva).

Except for that corner that was directly before him – קָפֹק טְהוֹר תַּעְשֶׁר בָּאוּ אֲלֵיהֶם: He cannot sprinkle from below upward lest the blood enter the sleeve of his tunic, as stained priestly garments are unfit for the Temple service.

HALAKHA

Sprinkling on the golden altar – קָפֹק טְהוֹר תַּעְשֶׁר בָּאוּ אֲלֵיהֶם The High Priest stands on the inner side of the golden altar, between the altar and the candelabrum, to the south of the altar. He circulates the altar and sprinkles the corners beginning with the northeast corner, followed by the northwest, southwest, and southeast. On all the corners he presents the blood from the bottom to the top, except for the last sprinkling, which is on the corner closest to him. He performs this sprinkling from the top downward to avoid sullying his garments. The Rambam rules here in accordance with the unattributed opinion in the mishna, which he maintains is the majority opinion (see Kesef Mishne as cited in the response of the Rashba, and Tosafot Yeshanim; Rambam Sefer Avoda, Hilkhot Avodat Yam Hakippurim 4:2).

The place where he begins for a sin-offering on the outer altar – קָפֹק טְהוֹר תַּעְשֶׁר בָּאוּ אֲלֵיהֶם The blood of a sin-offering is sprinkled on the altar as follows: The priest ascends the ramp and turns to his right. He first places blood on the southeast corner, then on the northeast one, continuing until he ends at the southwest corner (Rambam Sefer Avoda, Hilkhot Matoseh Hakorbanot 5:10).

Those are mixed in the canal and flow out to the Kidron River – קָפֹק טְהוֹר תַּעְשֶׁר בָּאוּ אֲלֵיהֶם: The blood that was spilled on the base of the altar flowed from there into the Temple’s drainpipes, where it was washed out with the cleansing water to the Kidron River. This blood-water mixture was sold to gardeners as fertilizer, and the money of the proceeds was consecrated. Any unlawful use of the blood constituted misuse of consecrated property. The Ra’avad maintains that this prohibition applies by rabbinic law (Rambam Sefer Avoda, Hilkhot Meila 2:11).
The Sages taught: “And he shall go out to the altar” (Leviticus 16:18). What is the meaning when the verse states this? Upon his exit, after sprinkling toward the curtain, the High Priest must necessarily reach the golden altar. Rabbi Nehemya said: It is because we find with regard to the bull brought for a violation of all the mitzvos, i.e., the bull that must be brought in the event that the community errs with regard to any of the mitzvos, which is called the bull for an unwitting communal sin, that when the priest sprinkles toward the curtain he stands past the altar and sprinkles back toward the curtain; therefore, one might have thought that here, too, the rite should be performed in the same manner.

Therefore, the verse states: “And he shall go out to the altar.” Where was he before? He was on the inner side of the altar, i.e., the western side, close to the curtain, when he sprinkled, not on the outer side of the altar.

It was taught in another baraita: With regard to the bull for an unwitting communal sin the verse states: “And he shall sprinkle seven times before the Lord in front of the curtain” (Leviticus 4:17). What is the meaning when the verse states: Before the Lord? Rabbi Nehemya said: It is because we find with regard to the bull and the goat of Yom Kippur when that he sprinkles the High Priest stands on the inner side of the altar, close to the curtain, and sprinkles toward the curtain; therefore, one might have thought that here, too, in the case of the bull for an unwitting communal sin, it should be the same rite.

The Gemara notes: The place where the High Priest begins according to the opinion of Rabbi Yosei HaGelili, i.e., the northeast corner, there is where Rabbi Akiva says he ends; and the place where the High Priest begins according to the opinion of Rabbi Akiva, the southeast corner, there is where Rabbi Yosei HaGelili says he ends.

The Gemara asks: Everyone agrees, in any case, that he does not perform the service at the corner that he encounters first. Since the High Priest approaches the altar from the west side, the first corner he encounters is located on the west side. What is the reason for this? Shmuel said: The reason is that the verse states: “And he shall go out to the altar,” which indicates that he does not begin until he goes out from the sacred area beyond the entire area of the altar. At this stage, he is no longer on the western side of the altar but on its eastern side.

The Gemara asks: And according to the opinion of Rabbi Akiva, let him go around via the right. Since the High Priest is standing at the eastern side of the altar facing the west, the corner on his right is the northeast one. Let us say that they disagree with regard to the opinion of Rami bar Yechezkel.

NOTES
Northeast – מִזְרָחִית: The commentaries note that Rabbi Yosei HaGelili’s opinion is in accordance with Rabbi Yosei’s claim that the entrance of the curtain is in the north. As the High Priest emerges from that side, he begins to sprinkle there. However, other commentaries maintain that Rabbi Yosei HaGelili disagrees with Rabbi Yosei (see Tosefta Yeshanin and the commentaries on Rambam Sefer Avoda, Hilkhos Avodat Yom HaKippurim 4:2).
As Rami bar Yechezkel said: A verse describes the sea, the basin that Solomon built, in the following terms: "It stood upon twelve oxen, three looking toward the north, and three looking toward the west, and three looking toward the south, and three looking toward the east; and the sea was set upon them above, and all their hinder parts were inward" (1 Chronicles 4:4). From the direction in which the text lists the groups of oxen under the basin, you learn that all turns that you turn should be only to the right and to the east side. Let us say that this Sage, Rabbi Yosei HaGelli, is of the opinion that the ruling is in accordance with the opinion of Rami bar Yechezkel, and this Sage, Rabbi Akiva, is of the opinion that the ruling is not in accordance with the opinion of Rami bar Yechezkel.

The Gemara rejects this suggestion: No, everyone is of the opinion that the ruling is in accordance with the opinion of Rami bar Yechezkel, but here they disagree with regard to this matter: One Sage, Rabbi Yosei HaGelli, holds: We derive the order of the rite inside the Sanctuary from the manner of the sprinkling on the outside; Just as the priest sprinkles on the corners of the outer altar in that order, he sprinkles similarly on the inner altar. And one Sage, Rabbi Akiva, holds: We do not derive the order of the rite inside of the Sanctuary from the rite performed outside.

The Gemara asks: And according to the opinion of Rabbi Akiva, although he does not derive the inside from the outside, nevertheless if the High Priest wants, let him perform the rite in this manner, and if he wants, let him perform the rite in that manner. Why must he begin specifically at the southeast corner? The Gemara answers: Rabbi Akiva could have said to you: Indeed, by right he should begin sprinkling by that corner of the altar that he reaches first, as Reish Lakish said: One does not pass on an opportunity to perform mitzvot. If one has the chance to perform a mitzva, he should not put it off for later but should do it immediately.

And why does he not do so; why does the High Priest not begin the sprinkling on one of the western corners? This is due to that which is written: “He shall go out to the altar,” meaning that he does not begin until he goes out from the area of the entire altar. And since he presents the blood at that corner on the outside of the altar, he then comes to that corner on the west side where he should have presented the blood first.

As Rami bar Yechezkel said: A verse describes the sea, the basin that Solomon built, in the following terms: "It stood upon twelve oxen, three looking toward the north, and three looking toward the west, and three looking toward the south, and three looking toward the east; and the sea was set upon them above, and all their hinder parts were inward" (1 Chronicles 4:4). From the direction in which the text lists the groups of oxen under the basin, you learn that all turns that you turn should be only to the right and to the east side. Let us say that this Sage, Rabbi Yosei HaGelli, is of the opinion that the ruling is in accordance with the opinion of Rami bar Yechezkel, and this Sage, Rabbi Akiva, is of the opinion that the ruling is not in accordance with the opinion of Rami bar Yechezkel.

The Gemara rejects this suggestion: No, everyone is of the opinion that the ruling is in accordance with the opinion of Rami bar Yechezkel, but here they disagree with regard to this matter: One Sage, Rabbi Yosei HaGelli, holds: We derive the order of the rite inside the Sanctuary from the manner of the sprinkling on the outside; Just as the priest sprinkles on the corners of the outer altar in that order, he sprinkles similarly on the inner altar. And one Sage, Rabbi Akiva, holds: We do not derive the order of the rite inside of the Sanctuary from the rite performed outside.

The Gemara asks: And according to the opinion of Rabbi Akiva, although he does not derive the inside from the outside, nevertheless if the High Priest wants, let him perform the rite in this manner, and if he wants, let him perform the rite in that manner. Why must he begin specifically at the southeast corner? The Gemara answers: Rabbi Akiva could have said to you: Indeed, by right he should begin sprinkling by that corner of the altar that he reaches first, as Reish Lakish said: One does not pass on an opportunity to perform mitzvot. If one has the chance to perform a mitzva, he should not put it off for later but should do it immediately.

And why does he not do so; why does the High Priest not begin the sprinkling on one of the western corners? This is due to that which is written: “He shall go out to the altar,” meaning that he does not begin until he goes out from the area of the entire altar. And since he presents the blood at that corner on the outside of the altar, he then comes to that corner on the west side where he should have presented the blood first.